1. INTRODUCTION Given a measure space (X,/x), let {$j} be a sequence of functions ("kernels") in I/ 1 (X, fjb) normalized by (1.1) IIMi=/|*il<*M 1.
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Consider the moment problem (or interpolation problem)
(1.2) //VM = Oi (j = l,2,---),
where {a^} is a prescribed data sequence and / is a (measurable) function on X to be found. (Throughout, all the functions and number sequences involved are assumed to be complex valued). We will be concerned with bounded solutions / to (1.2), so of course we have to make the obvious restriction that Now a natural question is: Which sequences of kernels {$j} have the property that, for any {a^} G ^0 0 , the moment problem (1.2) has a solution
feL">(x,ri?
Although there is little hope for a complete answer to be provided in such a general setting, we nonetheless point out a simple sufficient condition, which is in many cases close to necessary. Namely, we show that if there exist pairwise disjoint subsets Ej(j = 1,2, • • •) of X such that essentially more than 50% of $j is supported on Ej, in the sense that (1.3) wEj\$ j \dvL>± then there always is a bounded solution / to the moment problem (1.2) whenever {aj} e t 00 .
A slightly more precise version of this result is stated, as Theorem 1, and proved in Section 2 below. Our method is, perhaps, somewhat crude; it hinges on the elementary fact that a bounded linear operator T satisfying || /-T ||< 1 has to be invertible. However, unexpectedly enough, the arising condition (1.3) turns out to be sharp; examples will be furnished to show that the constant 1/2 in (1.3) is best possible! Further, because of its simplicity and generality, our "abstract interpolation theorem" (see Theorem 1 below) has a wide range of applications. It often yields satisfactory results in some obscure cases where more special methods fail. In particular, it enables us to develop a unified approach to such miscellaneous topic as
• interpolating sequences for bounded harmonic functions in higher dimensions and/or in multiply connected domains, • nondifferentiability of integrals in M 92 ,
• growth of entire functions represented by gap series, • interpolation problems for analytic functions of bounded mean oscillation and embedding theorems for coinvariant subspaces in iJ 1 ,
• Fourier series of L 00 functions. Proof. Apply Theorem 1 with X = R n , /i = the Lebesgue measure on R n , and
Since the harmonic measure u)(z, E, R!j: +1 ) has a nice geometrical meaning (it equals the normalized angle at which E is seen from z), condition (3.1) makes it an easy matter to construct numerous examples of harmonic interpolating sequences. We now show that the constant 1/2 in (3.1), and hence also in (1.3), is sharp. Moreover, we will see that in (3.1) one cannot even replace > by =.
To this end, we construct a sequence {ZJ} of points in the upper half-plane C + = {Im z > 0} = R^. and a collection {Ej} of pairwise disjoint subintervals of R, so that inf a;(^,£ , J -,C + ) = 1/2, and yet {ZJ} is not a (harmonic) interpolating sequence. A similar construction can be carried out in higher dimensions. and so inf LO(ZJ ) EJ, C + ) = 1/2. On the other hand,
Since Im^-= 1, this means that the points {ZJ} are not separated. In other words, they do not satisfy
whereas it is easily shown that (3.2) is a necessary condition for {ZJ} C C + to be a (harmonic) interpolating sequence (see [G2, chapter vii] Before proceeding with the proof, we remark that the mere existence of some constant c > 0 for which (3.3) holds is exactly the separation condition, reducing to (3.2) in the planar case. It is well known that, in any dimension n, this separation condition is necessary but not sufficient for harmonic interpolation.
Another important necessary condition is that the measure Yly^zp where S Zj 3 is the unit point mass at Zj, must be a Carleson measure (for a more detailed discussion of these matters, see [CG] and the references therein). However, Theorem 3 says that, for c large enough, the harmonic interpolation property is ensured by (3.3) alone. 
Proof. Let B denote the ball {x € R n : |a;| < i?}, where R is large enough, so
A change of variable yields
and so condition (1.3) is fulfilled with $j = Kj, Ej = Bj and dfi(x) = dx. To apply Theorem 1, it remains to make sure that the balls Bj be disjoint.
Assume that x G Bj fl B kl j ^ k. We may also assume that yj > y k , so we
where c^ = max(2i?, i?+ 1). On the other hand, by ( For one-dimensional Poisson kernel, P(t) = 7r~1(l + t 2 )"" 1 , one can take R to be any number which is > 1. Therefore, the above proof yields the following Corollary. Suppose that the points {ZJ = Xj + iyj} c C + satisfy (3.3) with a fixed c > 2. Then {ZJ} is an interpolating sequence.
(Recall that, by a theorem of Garnett, "harmonic interpolating sequences" in C + coincide with "analytic interpolating sequences", defined in terms of if 00 functions; both are characterized by the Carleson condition
See [Gl] and [G2, chapter vii] .) We conclude this section with a few remarks. [Gl] for an example).
2) A similar theorem remains valid for bounded harmonic functions with values in a Banach space. This can be derived from the appropriate vectorial of Theorem 1.
3) In addition, we have a nice linear operator of interpolation at our disposal (it appears in the proof of Theorem 1).
4) Theorem 2 was announced, without any proof, in [Dl] .
Interpolation by mean values and nondifferentiability of integrals in
Let A be a (Lebesgue) measurable subset of R n with 0 < \A\ < +oo, where
, denote by SDT(/,i4) the mean value of / over ^4, i.e.,
m(f,A)^±-Jj(x)dx.
This section deals with interpolation problems of the form
where Aj are given (distinct) subsets of M 71 , {o^} G i 00 is a prescribed sequence, and / G L 00 (M ri ) is the function we are looking for. Of course, if the A^'s are disjoint, the problem becomes trivial (to solve (3.5), put / = X] a jXA 7 -)-The j next theorem shows that, if the A^s are now allowed to overlap to a limited extent, then it is still possible to find a bounded solution / to (3.5) whenever Proof. Apply Theorem 1 with X = R n ,d^(x) = dx and ^ = IAJ^XAJ-D EXAMPLE 3.1. "Consider the intervals Ai = (-1,0), A2 = (0,1) and A3 = (-1,1) together with their subintervals E 1 = (-1,12/2), E2 = (1/2,1) and E 3 = (-1/2,1/2). Obviously, for j = 1,2,3 one has ^ C Aj and l^l/lAjl = 1/2; besides, the Ej's are disjoint. On the other hand, the three kernels lAjl -1 ;^-are linearly dependent. For this stupid reason, the interpolation (3.5) is not possible for arbitrary a ll a2,a 3 G C with a function / £ L 00 (M) .
Thus, a weaker version of (3.6), with > replaced by =, is no longer sufficient for the "mean value interpolation property" of {Aj}. 
can be solved with a function / in L 00 (M n ). In particular, choosing an appropriate sequence "{%}, we obtain a function / G L 00 (E n ) whose integral is not differentiable at XQ, in the sense that 9Jl(/, Qj) has no limit as j -► 00. 
whenever k > k^p.
Proof. Denote the integral in question by lfc(<S), so that
A change of variable, u = (/3a yp fc ^ > yields
When k ->• oo (or, equivalently, A/ -» oo), the factor in front of the last integral tends to (27r)~2 by Stirling's formula, whereas the integrand tends to exp(^). Thus,
Since (27r)~i /^ exp (^f-J du = 1, we can fix any number a G (5,1) and find a 6 > 0 for which the right-hand side in (3.11) is > a. This done, (3.10) shows that Ik (S) becomes > a as soon as k' is larger than suitable M > 0. Thus
In what follows, it will be desirable to make 6 as small as possible. The tables for the normal distribution, contained in most textbooks on probability theory, tell us that one can take e.g. 6 = 0.68 and a = 0.503. Now we consider an increasing sequence {^j}^ C N and look at the kernels S^., defined as above. In connection with the arising moment problem, our plan is to apply Theorem 1, where the corresponding subsets Ej are chosen as intervals (a^. (<!>), 6^. (6)). To do that, we have to make sure that our intervals are disjoint. Clearly, this last requirement means that which in turn can be rewritten as
We arrive at the following result. It follows that, for rj = 2\/2<5, (3.14) implies (3.12), and so the intervals enjoys the maximal possible growth rate as r -> +oo, the growth being measured in terms of weighted L 1 means
1(1^)= r |/(re^)|exp(-/3r0^.

Jo
Some related results and the open problems can be found in [M] . 
3=1
Now we turn to the left-hand inequality in (3.16). By Theorem 7, under the stated hypotheses on {kj}j the operator we obtain X(f J if) > const • S ({c,}), as required. □
We proceed with the following observation: The smaller is p (i.e., the milder is the decay rate of the weight exp(-fix 9 ) at infinity), the weaker become gap conditions (3.13) and (3.14) imposed on {kj} in Theorems 7 and 8. Our present purpose is to show that, for suitable a mild" weights, one can do without any gaps at all. We restrict ourselves to one typical example. Namely, we consider the weight (3.18) w(a;) d = f exp (--log 2 a:J , 0 < x < +oo.
A direct computation shows that / x k w{x)dx = 2^e {k+l) , Jo so the kernels involved are the normalized powers (3.19) $ fc (x)^(2 > /5F)-1 e -(* +1 )V (fe = 0,l,2,---).
Theorem 9. Letw(x) andQ^x) be defined by (3.18) and (3.19) respectively.
Then every moment problem 
(here the two variables are related by logx = 2(u + fc + l)), and this last integral, while independent of fc, turns out to be > |. (Once again, the normal distribution enters in.) Applying Theorem 1 completes the proof. □
The next theorem on entire functions is but a restatement of Theorem 9. To derive it, one employs standard duality considerations, similar to those used in the passage from Theorem 7 to Theorem 8. So we merely state the result. Remarks. 1) It is well known that entire functions of slow growth behave, in many respects, like polynomials. Theorem 10 provides one more result to this end, showing that such functions enjoy the maximal possible growth rate along every ray {arg2 = y?}.
2) It seems amazing that one can prove theorems on entire functions by purely "real variable" means, as above, without even being aware of Cauchy's theorem! 3) Similar strategy can be used in the case where rays are replaced by certain curves ending at oo. Also, it enables one to handle analytic functions on the disk. Further generalizations (e.g., in several complex variables) are possible as well. See [G2, chapter vi] for alternative definitions and for a systematic treatment of the spaces BMO and BMOA. The reader is also refered to [G2] for some standard facts about Hardy spaces H p and Blaschke products, occurring in this section.
It is not hard to see that every g G BMOA satisfies
So a natural question arises: Which sequences {ZJ} C ED have the property that, for any {dj} G ^0 0 , the interpolation problem
can be solved with a function g £ BMOA?
Here we provide a simple sufficient condition.
Theorem 11. Suppose that the points {ZJ} C ED satisfy 2) Theorem 12 remains valid if one drops the assumption 0 ^ {ZJ} and replaces log (1 _1 ,, by log (1 _? ,v on the right-hand side of (3.23).
The rest of this section is devoted to some embedding theorems for the subspace Kg and to the study of tangential limits of functions in Kg. In the proof below we assume, without any loss of generality, that o fi {ZJ} and nc{!<|£|<l}. This last assumption yields by the dominated convergence theorem.
(ii)=>(i). This is obvious. D [Cl] .
2) In convention with Theorem 13 above, we cite [C2] , [C3] , [D2] , and [D3] , where similar embedding theorems are established for the coinvariant subspaces Kg=H p fl 6HQ generated by various inner functions 9.
3) In connection with Theorem 11 above, we mention the paper [S] , where the values of BMOA functions on generic interpolating sequences are characterized. However, the author does not see how that characterization might be possibly used to derive Theorem 11. and consider the partial sums S n f of its Fourier series,
k=-n
It well know that
where V n is the Dirichlet kernel given by Because / is bounded and (3.27) L n^± I' |2? B (<) \dt ~ ^ log n as n -> oo (see [Z] , chapter ii, section 12), it follows that || S n f \\oo = O(logn).
In this section we deal with moment problems of the form
where rij are positive integers, Xj are fixed points in (-TT, TT), {O^} is a prescribed sequence in i 00 and, finally, / G L 00 (-7r,7r ) is a function to be found. This condition coincides with (3.28), and the proof is therefore complete. □ Remark, One might wish to prescribe the values of S n .f at a fixed point XQ (say, #0 = 0). In this case the above method yields the following: If the sequence {n^} is so sparse that inf f 1^1^1 ) > 2, then every moment problem (5 ni /)(0) = a i logn i , {a,} G ^0 0 ,
has a solution / G L 00 (-7r,7r ). However, a more precise result can be found in [Al] . 
